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Outline

• Analysis strategy

• Non-parametric fit in the Control Region.

• Prediction in the Signal Region.

• Proposal & Summary
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Motivation

Search:   

Dijet Resonances

Powerful: LHC in run 2 is a dijet resonance factory at a new energy scale

Broad: search for many sources of new physics in a single simple search

String resonances from string theory

Excited quarks from theories of quark compositeness

W’, Z’ and scalar diquarks from grand unified theory

Gravitons from the Randall-Sundrum model of extra dimensions

Axigluons, Colorons and Color Octet Scalars from other new models

Model Independent: Search results are applicable to any model of narrow qq, 

qg, or gg resonances.
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Analysis Strategy
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Main Analysis Strategy:

• Fit the data spectrum in the signal region with a smooth

empirical parametrization to describe QCD background and

use MC templates for the signal models.

Complementary Analysis Strategy under development :

• Define a control region, New Physics depleted, and with

similar kinematical characteristics as the signal region, in

order to perform additional quality checks [part of the

analysis already], and predict the QCD background in the

signal region as follows, using the simulation to estimate the

following ratio [Rext] :
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Analysis Strategy con’t
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Main Analysis Strategy advantages:

• Used for many years, well tested and documented, does not

rely on simulation.

• Fit the data spectrum in the signal region with a smooth

empirical parametrization to describe QCD background and

use MC templates for the signal models

Complementary Analysis Strategy advantages :

• It does not assume a model for the shape of the QCD

background in the signal region since it derives it from data in

the control region.

• It is potentially less biased with respect to signal-template

fitting.



Kernel Estimation : Intro

• One of the most common practical duties of a particle

physicist, is to analyze various distributions from a set of

data {ti}.

• From this analysis one would wish to estimate the

probability density function (pdf) from which the data were

drawn.

• In the following slides, we will discuss a certain non-

parametric estimation technique for the parent pdf,

called kernel estimation.
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Non-parametric techniques
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Fixed Kernel Estimation (1)

𝐆𝝁,𝝈 𝒙 =
𝟏

𝝈
𝚱

𝒙 − 𝝁

𝝈
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Fixed Kernel Estimation (2)
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Adaptive Kernel Estimation
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Control Region : non-parametric fit

• Performed a study for various ρ. Showing the ρ = 1 case here,  and the 

ρ scans in the backup. 

• Smoothing seems to be quite successful judging from the pulls.
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Prediction in the Signal Region

• Statistics in signal region is too low to trust Kernel estimation directly.

• We take the background estimation using the Ratio Method:

 Use MC simulation, or data (fitted/smoothed),  to calculate the following 

ratio:

 The Prediction for the Signal region is calculated through the Kernel 

estimation on the Control Region:
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Signal region : Prediction using  
R from smoothed data ratio

• Data and prediction agree nicely for all  Mjj values.
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Summary – On going work

• We have performed non-parametric fit (smoothing) of the

data in the control region with encouraging results.

• We have produced the prediction in the signal region using

the data in the control region:

– Using the ratio from simulation produces a structure at Mjj<2.8 TeV

• Results so far indicate that this method can work well and

with low systematic uncertainties for both narrow and wide

resonances.

• We performed the analysis, fitting the data ratio itself.
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Backup



Analysis overview
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Resonance Signal QCD Background

• Reconstructed objects 
- Particle Flow jets 

- No b-jet, V-jet, or H-jet tagging 

needed for inclusive search

• Physics observables
Use two leading jets:

M(jj)  → Resonance Mass

Δη(jj) → Resonance Spin

(X rest frame)

θ*
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Signal region : Prediction using  R from simulation

• Data and prediction agree nicely for Mjj > 2.8 – 3.0 TeV. Below 2.8 TeV

we observe large pulls.

• The same behaviour is also observed comparing R between data and 

simulation (see next slides).
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•For low Mjj Data ratio can be used.

•Data ratio requires smoothing to avoid statistical flactuations.

• Agreement of data ratio with simulation needs to be checked.
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Ratio of Signal/Control

•Data ratio agrees with

simulation to within +-/5% for

Mjj>1.5 TeV (below we have

trigger turn on

effects in data) .

• Data and simulation agree

even better for Mjj>3 TeV.

•The agreement with the old

JEC can be see in the

backup.
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Kernel Estimation vs ρ (1)
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Kernel Estimation vs ρ (2)
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Kernel Estimation vs ρ (3)

For ρ<<1 the kernel estimation follows very

closely the data statistical fluctuations, for

ρ>>1 the kernel estimation over-smooths

the spectrum
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Kernel Estimation vs ρ : pulls

For ρ<<1 the kernel estimation follows very closely the data statistical fluctuations, for

ρ>>1 the kernel estimation over-smooths the spectrum


